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Greek Mythology #26:  ARTEMIS (Diana) by Joy Journeay 
  

 

Goddess of: Chastity, virginity, the hunt, the moon, 

the natural environment 

Home: Mount Olympus 

Symbols: Bow, arrows, stags, hunting dog, moon  

Parents: Zeus and Leto 

Siblings: Ares, Athena, Apollo, Aphrodite, 

Dionysus, Hebe, Hermes, Heracles, 

Helen of Troy, Hephaestus, Perseus, 

Minos, the Muses, the Graces 

Roman Equivalent:  Diana 

 

Artemis was the daughter of Zeus and Leto, and the twin 

sister of Apollo. Leto was denied the ability to give birth on land, 

and Zeus found a floating island for Leto. Artemis was born first 

and helped her mother deliver Apollo. Artemis asked Zeus to give 

her eternal chastity and virginity. She never gave in to lovers, but 

devoted herself to nature and hunting. Artemis is the goddess 

protector of childbirth, labor and all animals. 

 Artemis remained a virgin goddess, caring only for Orion who 

was killed. Many did try to win her, and when unsuccessful 

directly did resort to force and deceit. Artemis meted out 

consequences to those who tried. She turns her suitor Sipriotes 

into a girl in punishment for his advances.  

It appears to be even more dangerous to boast that one is 

better than Artemis. The beautiful Adonis boasted that he was a better 

hunter than Artemis and she sent a wild boar to kill him. Multiple 

versions of the myth exist, either killed by Artemis as punishment or 

retribution because he was Aphrodite’s favorite and Aphrodite had 

killed Hippolytus who was Artemis’ favorite. Or he was killed by Ares for 

being with Aphrodite.  

Orion came to the same fate, either because he offended her, was 

killed by a scorpion sent by Gaia, or because he tried to seduce one of 

Artemis’ followers. Whatever the source of his offense, the final 

outcome was that he paid with his life.  

Artemis punished Agamemnon for 

killing a stag and boasting he was a 

better hunter. He had to offer up his 

daughter in order to save himself. 

The princess Chione was loved by 

Hermes and Apollo and bragged that 

two gods were in love with her so she 

was obviously prettier than Artemis. 

The consequences for Chione were 

dire. 

The Aloadae, twin sons of 

Poseidon, grew quickly and boasted  

 

The Diana of Versailles, a Roman copy  

of a Greek sculpture by Leochares. 

Louvre. Paris. 

 

 

ABOVE: 

Diana on a small black glass 

button with a black crescent 

moon. Yellow green iridescent 

luster on the button face, except 

the crescent. Courtesy of Connie 

& Bud Weiser. 

 

LEFT: Diana on a medium black 

glass button, with a faceted 

crescent moon. Dull and shiny 

DF. Courtesy of Gil Biggie. 

http://www.wrba.us/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Diane_de_Versailles_Leochares.jpg
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that once they were big enough they would capture Artemis and Hera 

from Olympus as their wives. They could not be killed unless by each 

other. Artemis sent a deer--or transformed into a deer--and jumped 

between them, causing them to both fling spears. The cross-fire 

resulted in the death of both.  

Punishment could fall from Artemis even if the offender did not do 

the boasting.  

Atalanta was saved by Artemis when abandoned by her father. 

Artemis sent a bear to suckle her. Atalanta was raised in the forest and 

taught by hunters. As she developed her hunting skills, people said she 

was a better hunter than even the goddess Artemis. She later joined 

the Argonauts on their voyage. 

During the Trojan War Artemis fought with Hera, was struck by 

arrows, and ran to Zeus for protection. The gods participated in the battle, 

taking sides. She and Apollo fought on the side of the Trojans, which ended 

up being the losing side. 

Artemis, Apollo and Leto helped Aeneas when he was wounded in the 

battle with Diomedes. They took him to heaven and healed him secretly. 

  

 

Artemis with her bow and arrow. 

Brass.  

 

Diana seated with her hunting dogs  

(note her quiver on the floor by her foot).  

(BBB 612-14)  Both are medium, 

openwork buttons.  

 

This composition appears in brass 

(above, courtesy of Byson Buttons) and 

silver with the maker’s  

mark H.W.K. (below, courtesy of Claudia 

Chalmers).  

Diana & Cupid painted by Pompeo Batoni (Italian).  

1761. Metropolitan Museum of Art. New York. 
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